MAKE UP TASK: PADLETS
To fulfil the examination requirement of at least 75% contribution to the preparatory Padlets, which
means that you can miss seven Padlets in total (regardless whether they are Padlet 1 and 2). If you
missed more than seven contributions, consult the table below to see how many make up assignments
this translates into.
Missed Padlets
Make up tasks to
complete

8-9

10-11

For each additional 2 missed

1

2

+1

The Task
Choose one session from the ones that you were absent in and find a news article/actor relating to the
topic of that week (this can’t be one already contributed by another student for that week – you need to
find a new one). If you can’t remember which sessions you’ve missed you can check the attendance
overview through Studentportalen.
Follow this outline for your make up task:
- Very briefly summarise the article and outline how it relates to the topic of the week.
- Having researched the guest for the week: critically analyse how their work relates to the article.
- Discuss the individual/actor’s perspectives at the centre of the news story compared to
structural/system perspectives on cultural change, relating this to the change theory reading of
the week. How is this an example of change and/or how is it not?
- Critically assess the actor’s strategies for change: provide suggestions for how they can be more
effective in contributing to positive change based on your reading of Ways of Social Change.
- What does this piece of news tell us about what is currently going on in the world? Take into
account where and by whom the article has been published, which biases and preconceived
notions might play into it.

Requirements
•
•
•

•
•

Read the instructions thoroughly and figure out how many make up tasks you need to
complete.
Each make up task should consist of 600-800 words.
Use references when you need to, especially when suggesting literature. You must refer to the
change reading of the week, Ways of Social Change and at least one other article/video provided
for that week.
Put your name on the top of each page. For the file name of the document, use your name plus
assignment (e.g. “Surname.Firstname.LowAttendance).
Email your make up task to: asc@cemus.uu.se
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